
EVENT 4
5th september

team

down
upside



This event will takes place on a synthetic turf that 
inevitably will suffers from solar heat.
It cannot be excluded that the synthetic turf 
becomes heavily hot and makes it critic to carry out 
the handstand walk with bare hands.

The use of gloves is therefore permitted.

IMPORTANT 
INFORMATION NOTE



LOCATION
FIELD B



event 4
first leg

athlete A: starting line
athlete B: Halfway of the play field

athlete A: 
5 MT HANDSTAND WALK (1 SECTION OF 5 MT)

3 HANDSTAND WALK SLALOM
3 HANDSTAND WALK OBSTACLES

3 FREESTANDING HANDSTAND PUSH UP

athlete B: 20 MT HANDSTAND WALK
(2 SECTIONS OF 10 MT)

athlete A: 20 MT SPRINT TO TEAMMATE B
athlete A + B: 20 SYNCHRO KETTLEBELL SNATCH

team m/M + m/F



event 4

time cap: 12 MIN

score is time

SECOND LEG
athlete A: 20 mt HANDSTAND WALK (2 SECTIONS OF 10 MT)

athlete B: 20 mt SPRINT TO Teammate A

athlete B: 
3 FREESTANDING HANDSTAND PUSH UP

3 HANDSTAND WALK OBSTACLES
3 HANDSTAND WALK SLALOM

5 MT HANDSTAND WALK (1 SECTION 5 MT) 

athlete A: 20 MT SPRINT TO ATHLETE B in FINISH LINE

team m/M + m/F



flow
The team splits up: teammate A waits at the starting 
line, while teammate B moves to the halfway of the 
play field
At the call of “3,2,1 … go” teammate A will perform 
5m of handstand walk. The section must be completed 
unbroken
At the end of the section, the athlete can rest or face 
directly into the handstand slalom. 
t the end of the slalom, the athlete can rest or face 
directly into the handstand obstacles
At the end of the obstacles, the athlete can rest or 
face directly into the freestanding handstand push 
up.

team m/M + m/F



At this stage, the athlete A has completed his/her part and 
athlete B will walks through out half of the play field in a 
handstand walk.
Teammate B will have to cover 2 sections of 10 meters in 
handstand walk. Both sections must be completed unbroken.
 Once teammate B has completed the handstand walk, he/she 
will be joined by teammate A and together they will perform 
20 synchro kettlebell snatches. 
At this point they will carry out the reverse path by 
exchanging roles. Teammate A will go through the two 
10-meter sections of the handstand walk. He/she will then be 
joined by teammate B who will face the 3 freestanding 
handstand push ups, the 3 handstand obstacles and the 
slalom. He/she will then cover the last 5-meter section in 
the handstand and will be joined by his/her partner on the 
finish mat where the time will be taken.

flow
team m/M + m/F



weight &
variations

team

m/m

m/f

f/F

handstand
walk

FREESTANDING
 HANDSTAND

PUSH UP
handstand

slalom
handstand
obstacle

kettlebell
kg

32

32/24

24/24

dumbbell
kg

22,5



event 4
ATHLETE A: STARTING LINE

ATHELTE B: HALFWAY OF THE PLAY FIELD

ATHLETE A:  20 MT OVERHEAD WALKING LUNGES WITH DUMBBELL
ATHLETE B: 20 MT HANDSTAND WALK  (2 SECTIONS OF 10 MT)

(EVERY BREAK CHANGE THE WORKING ATHLETE)

 TIE BREAK AT THE FINISH LINE

ATHLETE A + B: 20 SYNCHRO KETTLEBELL SNATCH
ATHLETE A: 20 MT HANDSTAND WALK (2 SECTIONS OF 10 MT)

(EVERY BREAK CHANGE THE WORKING ATHLETE) 
ATHLETE B: 20 MT OVERHEAD WALKING LUNGES WITH DUMBBELL 

ATHLETE A: 20 MT SPRINT TO THE FINISH LINE

team f/f

time cap: 12 MIN

score is time



flow
The team splits up: teammate A waits at the starting line, while 
teammate B moves to the halfway of the play field. 
At the call of “3,2,1…go” teammate A will perform 20m of 
overhead walking lunges with a dumbbell. When athlete A has 
completed the walking lunges, athlete B will walks through 
out half of the play field in a handstand walk.
Teammate B will have to cover 2 sections of 10 meters each.  
Once teammate B has completed the handstand walk, she will be 
joined by teammate A and together they will perform 20 
synchro kettlebell snatches.At this point they will carry out 
the reverse path by exchanging roles. Teammate A will complete 
the 2 sections of handstand walk: She will then be joined by 
teammate B who will face the overhead walking lunges. When 
the walking lunges are completed, teammate A will sprint 
towards the finish line, where the time will be taken.

team f/F



standard
HANDSTAND WALK
  

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY

The athlete starts with his feet on the mat, his hands can 
be placed beyond the it.
The athlete will then have to walk through the section 
until both hands will be over the mat that identify the end 
of the sections. 
Athletes must be walking across the mat and may NOT jump 
both hands over the mat to finish a section.



standard
HANDSTAND WALK
 
TEAM FF ONLY: SACLING THE MOVEMENT
if an athlete does not have the 10 m sections unbroken should 
notify the judge who will scale the movement. The athlete will 
then be allowed to perform the handstand walk free. Whenever 
the athlete falls from the hands, she must switch with her 
teammate

es.  E.g .: ATHLETE A fails to cover the first 10m unbroken section and falls after about 3m. 
the judge will place a marker on the ground where the athlete falls. Athlete A will run to 
her teammate, tag her, and athlete B will join the judge starting the handstand walk with 
both hands behind the marker on the ground.
Should the movement be scaled, the team will be ranked below those who have performed 
even one single repetition of the prescribed exercise ( 10m section = 1 rep)



standard
HANDSTAND WALK  SLALOM

the athlete will have to carry out the slalom between the 
pins. it is required to pass the last pin with both hands. 
Falling from the hands aside the pin will be count as no 
rep.



standard
HANDSTAND WALK  OBSTACLES

the athlete will must walk over obstacles (about 10 cm 
from the ground) with both hands. 
Break down the obstacle will count as a no rep.



standard
FREESTANDING HANDSTAND PUSH UP

The rep begins with the athlete's head on the ground and 
the feet off the floor. 
From the starting position, the athlete will perform a 
handstand push up reaching a top position with his/her 
arms fully extended and a complete control of the 
vertical. 
From the top position he/she will walk and step on the 
rubber mat and then return to the bottom position by 
lowering his head to the ground and keeping his feet off 
the floor showing full stability. qualora scenda con la 
testa e immediatamente perda l’equilibrio cadendo con le 
gambe si intenderà come no rep l’esecuzione.



standard
FREESTANDING HANDSTAND PUSH UP

Recap: a single rep consist of is: head to the ground, 
handstand push up, walk to the marker, head to the ground.
 
If a no rep will be called, he/she will restart from the last 
valid rep.

Eg.: the athlete has successfully completed 2 
freestanding handstand push ups but will receive a no rep 
on the last. He/she will only repeat the third one.

(Please, refer to the video on our social channels) 



standard
ALTERNATED KETTLEBELL SNATCH SYNCHRO
 
The first repetition starts from the ground, the following 
ones can be swung. Both athletes must start with the 
right arm. 
At the top: arms, hips and knees must be fully locked out, 
with the feet in line with the kettlebell over the middle of 
the body when viewed from profile. The kettlebell must 
rest on the forearm with the bell facing the ground.
Athletes must alternate arms at any reps. The rep is 
credited when both athletes have reached lockout 
(synchro position). Dropping the kettlebell will 
invalidate any successful rep.Use the non lifting hand or 
arm to assist by making contact with the legs or other 
parts of the body is NOT permitted.



standard
OVERHEAD WALKING LUNGES WITH DUMBBELL

Each lunge begins and finish with the athlete’s feet on the 
starting mat, the dumbbell overhead, feet together, and 
hips and legs extended.
The trailing knee must make contact with the ground at 
the bottom of each lunge before returning to full hip and 
leg extension. The athlete must alternate which foot 
leads for each rep.
At the top of each lunge, athletes must shown hips and 
legs fully extended with the dumbbell in overhead 
position.



standard
OVERHEAD WALKING LUNGES WITH DUMBBELL

Stopping with both feet together at the top of each rep is 
not required, but both legs must be fully extended if the 
athlete chooses to step through at the top.

Sections on the play field:
starting mat - mat at 5 meters - mat - halfway line - mat 
at 10 meters - finish mat.  


